CONTENTS

This General Index contains citations to those Oregon Constitution and statute sections published in the current edition of Oregon Revised Statutes. Laws of a special, private or temporary nature are not published in the Oregon Revised Statutes.

You will find separate indexes to the Oregon and United States Constitutions, respectively, immediately following the text of each of these Constitutions in Volume 17 of Oregon Revised Statutes.

CROSS-REFERENCES

The following material discusses and illustrates cross-reference style and use:

I. Cross-references between topics “generally” related

(1) Synonymous terms

AUTOMOBILES
See MOTOR VEHICLES, generally

(2) Multiple terms

SETTLEMENTS
See COMPROMISES AND SETTLEMENTS, generally

(3) Topics that are sub-categories (legal and factual) of major or larger topics

CONTRACTS
Retail installment, see RETAIL INSTALLMENT CONTRACTS, generally

II. Cross-references to subtopics

(1) From developed topics

FINES AND PENALTIES
Pollution, see POLLUTION

(2) From topics serving to direct the user to subject matter location

ANSWER
See PLEADINGS

III. Cross-references to closely related or overlapping topics

FISH AND WILDLIFE
See also COMMERCIAL FISHING

IV. Internal cross-references within topics

PAWNBROKERS
Receipts, see Tickets, this topic

Note in II above that cross-references to subtopics do not use the word “generally.” The user may expect to find the subject matter to which these cross-references refer developed specifically as a subtopic.

Laws of general application should be sought under topics of general application. Cross-references then carry the user to more-specific subject matter.

PUBLIC OFFICERS AND EMPLOYEES
City, see MUNICIPAL OFFICERS AND EMPLOYEES, generally
State, see STATE OFFICERS AND EMPLOYEES, generally

QUICK SEARCH

The topic (QUICK SEARCH) precedes the General Index. Included are: Laws by popular name, definition sections of statutory schemes, titles of Laws and Acts, Uniform Laws and Acts, Laws frequently requested by user inquiry, and major provisions of the Oregon Constitution. A list of state agencies can be found in the subtopic State agencies.

SUGGESTIONS

Suggestions from users are welcomed. Particularly, specific suggestions are solicited concerning statutory subject matter the user finds insufficiently treated or would like to see emphasized. Correspondence should be addressed to Legislative Counsel, 900 Court Street NE S101, Salem, Oregon 97301-4065, Attention: Index Department.